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Abstract:We develop a framework to predict the user interest based on the behavior of user to increase the 
efficiency of dynamic websites.  The content management in the dynamic website is difficult because it varies with 
the user profiles, i.e. different contents have to be placed for different users according to the user profiles. Various 
ways have been identified earlier to track the user interest but lacks with the accuracy here we propose a new one 
which composes both implicit and explicit. We track all behaviors like time of visit, navigation url, web logs, user 
actions on the web page. Our model uses the web log data of the user and also tracks the implicit behaviors 
performed by the user.  The tracked information are used to identify the user interest and The web users are clusters 
based on the identified interest which is used by the dynamic websites. The dynamic websites administrator could 
use the outcome of the cluster for various purposes. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
 Providing interested information for the web 
users become more complicated due to the increased 
number of users. Now a days the people uses web for 
everything and the website management has the 
responsibility to provide valuable, useful and interested 
information to the web user.   
 For example the online marketing and 
shopping company sells their products through the web 
and they need to post the information about the launch 
of new products to their customers. The challenge here 
is identifying the interested user, so that they could be 
informed. Posting the new product launch to all the 
customers becomes meaningless, because if the user is 
not interested in the new product then the web resource 
usage is lost in sending a mail. 
 Also in the business point of view the 
marketing management can infer the most interested 
product and most moving product by using the web 
logs. Using the web logs of the online Shoppe the 
business people could infer various information and in 
various ways for the development. For example, using 
the visiting history of the customers, we can infer that 
which is the most interested product and using the time 
variant data we can infer that which product generates 
more profit in particular time frame.etc.  
 The user interest can be predicted using time 
variant data, the time variant data is one which is 
collected by the  website management for future use  
either implicit or explicit manner. The interest of the 
customer may change in timely manner and identifying 
the user interest in each time frame is important one. 

There exist various ways for interest 
prediction, the user interest can be predicted by the user 

actions, web log, time spent in a web page etc.  User 
behaviors are classified in two ways as implicit and 
explicit. Implicit behaviors are time spent, number of 
visit to the page etc. , where as explicit behaviors are 
actions performed on the web page like save, 
bookmark, copy, print etc.  

The implicit behavior of the user shows that 
the user may be interested on the product, because we 
cannot say that the user is definitely interested on the 
product only by viewing the web page or spending 
some time on the web page. But we can say the user 
has confirmed interest by performing some actions on 
the web page.  We propose such a framework which 
tracks both implicit and explicit behaviors to predict the 
user interest for the development of the dynamic web 
sites. 

 
II BACKGROUND 
 We explore the earlier methodologies 
proposed by various researches as follows. 

H-UNC (2002) proposed a New Evolutionary 
Approach to Web Usage and Context Sensitive 
Associations Mining, which uses a set of Web sessions 
preprocessed from Web log data for several months.  
The data was segmented into sessions based on the 
client IP address and a time-out threshold between two 
consecutive accesses after removing the irrelevant data. 
After filtering irrelevant URLs like graphics and 
requests from Web crawlers, we get a number of 
unique sessions.  The association technique is applied 
on the identified session details. 
  Amr Ahmed, Yucheng Low (2011) designed a 
user behavior inference framework to analyze changes 
in a user's activity patterns which are particularly useful 
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for improved prediction and recommendation. An 
increased interest in car-related web pages may well 
suggest that the user might be shopping for a new 
vehicle.  

Ryon W.White (2009) proposed a user interest 
prediction framework which is based on the contextual 
information. They used five different contextual 
information sources, which are social, historic, task, 
collection, and user interaction.    

Ingwersen, P. (1994).  The element of a 
cognitive theory for information retrieval interaction is 
proposed which is a Poly representation of information 
needs and semantic entities.  The historical information 
employed in user interest modeling is one source of 
contextual evidence about the current session. Others 
include time of day, user gender, age, ethnicity, 
locality, etc. 
 White, R.W. (2005) proposed a study of 
factors affecting the utility of implicit relevance 
feedback.  He suggests that the overlap between 
numerous contexts associated with the current session 
can be used to locate pertinent items. The algorithm 
supports the development of rudimentary user interest 
models that are based solely on the interaction context. 
All these models lags with the execution time and 
efficiency , to improve the efficiency of these models 
we propose a new framework which identifies the user 
interest based on the user behavior for the development 
of the dynamic websites. 
 
III PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 The user interest prediction framework has 
various modules to track the user behavior on the web 
pages. Our framework records the web pages visited by 
the user at each time frame and the actions whatever 
performed by the user is also recorded to the data base. 
The recorded log is used to cluster the user session and 
interest is identified on each session. Finally the user 
interest is predicted by projecting the user interest from 
the cluster details. 
 The proposed framework contains the 
following phase for user interest prediction namely: 
 
A. Implicit Tracking 
 The web pages visited by the user at each time 
frame are recorded in the background without knowing 
the user.  At each web page the user may spend some 
time that also recorded in the background in implicit 
manner. The recorded information is used to infer the 
interest of the user at later stage.  For example the user 
may visit a particular web page and spend some 15 
seconds, and in another web page he may spend 20 
seconds which infer that the second web page visited is 
more interested one. These details are collected in each 
time frame like in monthly, 15 days, 7 days, daily 
manner.  At each session the web page visited and time 

spent, date of visit, time of visit is recorded to the data 
base. We have designed a specific web browser to track 
the user actions. 
B. Explicit Tracking: 
 Whenever the user visits the web page the user 
may perform some action like saving the web page, 
book marking the web page, copying some content of 
the web page or printing the content. These actions are 
called explicit actions, which are recorded to the data 
base with the web page visited, date and time of visit.  
These explicit details are used to identify the user 
interest on each day, week, and monthly manner.  
Algorithm 
Step1: Read the user input as url or query. 
Step2: if input == url  
 Read the web page and show it to the user 
interface. 
 Initialize the timer. 
 Else 
 Submit the query to any web browser. 
 Receive the result. 
 Show it to the user interface. 
 Initialize the timer. 
Step3:  Receive the User Action. 
Step4: Store to the database. 
Step5: if user query or url changes 
 Calculate the time Spent. 
 Store time spent details to the database. 
 Re-initialize the timer. 
Step6: End. 
C. Web log Session Clustering 
 The recorded information from the earlier 
phases are retrieved from the data base and grouped 
into different categories. Initially at each session a 
single user details are retrieved and the unique web 
pages visited by the user is identified. The single web 
page may be visited by the user at many times in single 
session , the total time spent and number of time visit  
is calculated based on which average visiting time is 
calculated.  At each time of visit the user may perform 
various actions, that is also calculated as total number 
of actions performed for each unique web page. Using 
the calculated values of average visiting time and total 
number of actions performed on each web page, the 
interest weight value is calculated to identify the 
interest at each session or time frame. Finally a single 
interest is projected from the available interest in each 
session. 
Algorithm 
Step1: for each session-Si  read recorded user visit 
details(Vs). 
Step2: read time spent details(Ts) 
Step3: read actions performed details(As). 
Step4: at each time frame or session(Ss) 
 Identify unique web urls (Us). 
 Calculate total number of visit made by user - 
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Tv. 
 Calculate total time spent on the web page Ts. 
 Calculate average time spent- avts. 

Step5: 
 Arrange web pages according to avts. 
 Calculate action value using total actions 

performed by user(Av). 
 Select top three (Sw) web pages which has more 

avts. 
 Select top web pages from (Sw) based on total 

actions. 
Step6: return list. 
Average Time spent avts =∑Ts/ ∑Av 
 ∑Av- Sum of Actions performed on the web page. 
∑Ts- Sum of Time Spent on the web page. 
Sw- sorted web pages. 
 
D. User interest prediction 
 In this phase the interest at each session is 
projected using the calculated values of earlier phase. 
The persistent interest is identified from the cluster 
result, by identifying the repeated interest. The interest 
which is persistently occurs in each session cluster is 
the most interested item and is identified and projected 
based on the total actions performed. 
 
Algorithm 
Step1: read clustered information 
Step2: read calculated total actions details 
Step3: read top web pages selected at each session. 
Step4: Identify repeated interest at each session. 
Step5: select the interest which has more action 
value(Av). 
Step6: project the interest. 
Step7: end. 
Interest In= (∑Si)µ 
∑Si- shows the set of interest identified in each session. 
µ- Projection operation which projects a single interest 
which is common in all the session. 
 
IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 The methodology we proposed has many 
advantages, and we used both web log data and user 
behavior details. We tracked three months of details to 
evaluate our framework and we tracked all the action 
performed by the user and visit details.  The proposed 
methodology identify the user interest exactly and 
efficient manner. We used time variant data so that we 
can infer other information from the data set.  
 

 
Figure 1: Shows the Interface Designed 

The Figure1 shows the user interface 
designed for the purpose of algorithm and it shows the 
result of a search engine for the query submitted by the 
user through our framework the user can submit both 
the query or the url which the user wants to visit. 

 
Figure 2: shows the web page which the user visits 

 
Table1. User Visit Details 

 
The Table 1 shows the recorded details of the 

user like the query submitted, web page visited, Meta 
data of the page. 

 
Table 2 User Visit Details and Action Details 

 
 The Table 2 Shows the details of action 
performed by the user in particular web page and the 
time spent.  
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Graph 1: shows the false interest prediction 
 The Graph 1 shows that the rate of false 
interest prediction of all the algorithms we compared. It 
shows that our proposed system has very less rate of 
false interest prediction. 
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Graph 2: shows the number volume of data used for 
prediction 

 The Graph 2 shows the volume of time variant 
data used for prediction. It shows that the proposed 
system used more amount of time variant data used. 
We used nearly 300 days of data used for single user 
interest prediction. 
5. CONCLUSION 
 We have tracked 2 million records to process 
and evaluate our algorithm. Our algorithms are very 
efficient in interest prediction and inference theory, our 
methodology produces very good results in very little 
time.  The proposed system has very little time 
complexity and could be adopted to infer any kind of 
business data. 
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